Construction of the Next Generation of Energy Efficient Light Boxes - Sponsored by Bayer Environmental Science

Gregory Keith Bartley, Jr., University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Available at: https://works.bepress.com/keith_bartley/15/
Features Include:

* Tough Texture Coated Roughneck Rubbermaid Based Light Box
* Retractable Travel Handle with 2.5mm Jack Simultaneous Auto Focus/Flash/Shutter Switch (Compatible with most DSLR cameras)
* Shockproof Rubber Travel Wheels
* Metal side Handles for Carrying and Hauling
* Two 6500 Kelvin Color Temperature LED-light Strips (~120 Lights total) with Single Accessible External Light Switch
* 12 Volt 0.8 Amp Hr. SLA Rechargeable Battery (capable of running LED lights for ~500 hours) and a 0.3 Amp Float Charger with Pre-Installed Battery Connectors
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Constructed By:
G. Keith Bartley, Jr.